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We present a reversible nonlinear discrete wavelet transform with predefined fixed wordsize based on lifting schemes. Restricting
the dynamic range of the wavelet domain coeﬃcients due to a fixed wordsize may result in overflow. We show how this overflow
has to be handled in order to maintain reversibility of the transform. We also perform an analysis on how large a wordsize of
the wavelet coeﬃcients is needed to perform optimal lossless and lossy compressions of images. The scheme is advantageous to
well-known integer-to-integer transforms since the wordsize of adders and multipliers can be predefined and does not increase
steadily. This also results in significant gains in hardware implementations.
Copyright © 2007 Tanja Karp. This is an open access article distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution License, which
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1. INTRODUCTION
Lifting schemes have been introduced by Daubechies and
Sweldens as a structure to design and implement the discrete
wavelet transform (DWT) [1]. They have gained immense
popularity, since they provide an elegant means to maintain
perfect reconstruction of the DWT while staying in the field
of integer numbers [2], thus allowing for lossless coding. At
each lifting step, a quantizer that ensures that intermediate
results are rounded to integer numbers is introduced.
Lifting schemes have been applied to a variety of fields.
They are used to implement the polyphase filters of modu-
lated filter banks [3], are building blocks of integer-to-integer
transforms such as the IntFFT [4], the IntDCT [5], and
YCoCg-R color space transform [6]. More recently, the con-
cept of lifting has been extended to multidimensional inputs
[7]. Lifting schemes can even be designed in such a way that
they preserve signal symmetries, a fact that is important for
image compression. The performance of nonlinear reversible
DWT using lifting schemes has been studied in [8].
While keeping the wordlength of the wavelet coeﬃcients
finite is a necessary condition for lossless coding, the dy-
namic of the signal and thus its wordlength normally in-
crease. This is not only disadvantageous from a compression
point of view, but also means a higher complexity of the cir-
cuitry. For example, in an FPGA, the number of gates needed
for a multiplier increases significantly with the wordlength.
It is therefore of interest to keep the maximum wordsize lim-
ited, thus resulting in a fixed-point implementation of the
lifting scheme, where, in addition to rounding, overflow oc-
curs if a value exceeds the range of representable numbers.
In this paper, we show that lifting schemes are also ro-
bust towards overflow if it is handled as wrap-around and we
evaluate the performance of fixed wordsize lifting schemes.
2. FIXED WORDSIZE LIFTING



















































where Z{x(n)} denotes the z transform of a sequence x(n)
and A(z) is an FIR filter. For integer-to-integer lifting, the
output sequence of the filter A(z) is rounded to be an integer.
For a fixed wordsize implementation, we additionally need to
take care of overflow, in case the result exceeds the dynamic
range defined by the wordsize. Overflow can occur at each
multiplication and each addition during the lifting step. For
reasons of simplicity, let us first look at the case where the fil-
terA(z) simplifies to a constant, that is,A(z) = a. The round-
ing and overflow operations for the lifting and inverse lifting
steps are shown in Figure 1. Overflow needs to be handled at



















Figure 1: Fixed-point implementation of a lifting step and its inverse.
the resultant of the multiplication as well as at the resultant
of the adder.
We assume that x0(n), x1(n) are finite resolution num-
bers representable with a fixed wordsize, and a is an arbi-
trary real number. It can be easily seen from Figure 1 that
x̂0(n) = x0(n) always holds true if the same fixed-point num-
ber format is chosen for lifting and inverse lifting. The mul-
tiplication a · x0(n) is implemented at both the lifting step
and the inverse lifting step since y0 = x0, resulting in the
same sequence v(n) at the lifting and inverse lifting steps
as long as the same rounding rules are applied and over-
flow is handled in the same way (saturation or wrap-around)
for both schemes. If no overflow occurs during the addi-
tion y1(n) = x1(n) + v(n), then no overflow occurs dur-
ing the subtraction at the inverse lifting step and we obtain
x̂1(n) = y1(n)− v(n) = x1(n).
For overflow occurring during the addition v(n) + x1(n)
and the subtraction y1(n) − v(n), the overflow only cancels,
if it is treated as wrap-around and not as saturation. In the
following, we assume that we can represent numbers in the
range from xmin to xmax, including these two margins.
In saturation, numbers that are larger than xmax or
smaller than xmin are mapped to xmax or xmin, respectively.
Assuming that overflow occurs at a certain time index n0 in








) = y1(n0)− v(n0) = xmax − v(n0) = x1(n0). (3)
Note that the result of y1(n0)−v(n0) always lies within the
range of representable numbers, and therefore no overflow
occurs in (3). A similar case can be made for x1(n0)+v(n0) <
xmin.
In wrap-around, overflow is handled in such a way that
the amount by which a number exceeds xmax will be added
to xmin and the amount by which a number is smaller than
xmin will be subtracted from xmax. Note that wrap-around is
very similar to modulus operation and results in wrap(x +
k(xmax − xmin)) = x, if k is an integer value. While overflow
error is larger in wrap-around than in saturation, it has the
advantage that the result obtained after adding a number and
then subtracting the same number is the original value even
if overflow aﬀected the intermediate result. Thus, if x1(n0) +


























) = wrap (y1(n0)− v(n0))
= wrap (x1(n0) + v(n0)− (xmax − xmin)− v(n0))
= wrap (x1(n0)− (xmax − xmin)) = x1(n0),
(4)

































) = wrap (y1(n0)− v(n0))
= wrap (x1(n0) + v(n0) + (xmax − xmin)− v(n0))
= wrap (x1(n0) + (xmax − xmin)) = x1(n0).
(5)
From the upper equations, we see that the overflow error
introduced at the lifting step is canceled at the inverse lifting
step. If we now return to the general form of lifting with A(z)
being a filter, we realize that all we have to ensure for overflow
errors to cancel is that the filter output signal v(n) is the same
for lifting and inverse lifting. Since both filters and their in-
put signals are identical, this means that we have to imple-
ment the convolution in an identical way at the lifting and
the inverse lifting steps, that is, applying the same wordsize,
using the same rounding algorithms, and treating overflow
in the same way. Note that for the overflow handling blocks
which calculate v(n), it does not matter whether we choose
saturation or wrap-around in the case of overflow, as long as
we do the same for lifting and inverse lifting.
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Figure 2: Fixed-point approximation and detail coeﬃcients in the wavelet domain (3-level decomposition) with wordsize of (a) 13 bits and
(b) 9 bits.
3. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
To evaluate the performance of the fixed-point lifting
scheme, we implemented Daubechies’ 9–7 wavelet using the
lifting scheme described in [1]. Each lifting step is imple-
mented according to Figure 1, where instead of a constant
a we have first-order filters. The dual lifting step is imple-
mented accordingly. We then apply three levels of the fixed-
point wavelet transform to the 256 × 256 pixel 8-bit grey-
scale image known as “cameraman” using diﬀerent fixed-
point formats and wordsizes. Image boundaries are treated
using symmetric extension [9]. Since the final scaling factor
in the lifting decomposition of the 9–7 wavelet does not per-
tain symmetry of the approximation and detail coeﬃcients if
it is implemented as a 4-step lifting [1], it has been omitted
in our implementation. Reference [9] explains how it could
be implemented using a per-lifting-step symmetric extension
method.
In a first step, the input image is scaled such that all pixel
values lie within the range (−1, 1), and thus can be repre-
sented by a sign bit and 7 bits describing the values after the
binary point. All lifting coeﬃcients and intermediate signals
are realized using an identical fixed-point format. For our
analysis, we consider wordsizes with 7 bits after the binary
point (same as input) and 9 bits after the binary point to al-
low for a more accurate representation of intermediate re-
sults. The number of bits before the binary point is fixed for
each implementation. Depending on the setup, it varies from
1 (sign bit) to 6, allowing for diﬀerent dynamic ranges for
intermediate signals as well as the approximation and detail
coeﬃcients. Overflow at the lifting step addition is treated as
wrap-around to ensure cancellation of overflow errors at the
reconstruction. Overflow within the lifting step is treated ei-
ther as wrap-around or saturation.
Figure 2 shows the wavelet coeﬃcients of the 3-level de-
composition if 7 bits are used after the binary point, satura-
tion is applied for overflow within a lifting step, and wrap-
around is used at the adders. For Figure 2(a), we allow 6 bits
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Figure 3: Lossless compression using SPIHT. Wavelet coeﬃcients
have 7 bits after the binary point (frac7) or 9 bits (frac9); the num-
ber of bits before the binary points varies.
and for Figure 2(b), we only allow 2 bits before the binary
point (i.e., a total wordsize of 9 bits).
While Figure 2(a) looks very similar to what we are used
to see for linear, integer-to-floating-point DWT decomposi-
tion, namely horizontal, vertical, and diagonal edge informa-
tion in the detail bands and a scaled copy of the original im-
age in the approximation band, Figure 2(b) shows large co-
eﬃcients in the detail bands. In fact, most of the detail bands
look like an approximation of the original image. This can be
explained by the fact that handling overflow as wrap-around
turns a large positive number into a small negative number,
a nonlinear operation that produces new frequencies, result-
ing in the large number of high-frequency components seen
in the detail bands of Figure 2(b).
To examine the suitability of our fixed-point lifting
scheme for lossless compression, we have losslessly encoded
the fixed-point wavelet coeﬃcients using SPIHT encoder
[10]. Figure 3 shows the obtained compression ratios. As
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Figure 4: Lossy coding using SPIHT.Wavelet coeﬃcients have 7 bits
after the binary point (frac7) or 9 bits (frac9); the number of bits
before the binary points varies.
expected, the scheme with 7 bits after the binary point
achieves a higher compression ratio as the one with 9 bits,
since SPIHT can stop encoding 2-bit levels earlier. However,
the schemes with the shorter wordlength result in a poorer
compression ratio, mainly because of the large number of
significant wavelet coeﬃcients in the detail bands. We can
observe from Figure 3 that we need a wordsize that is about
3 to 4 bits larger than the 8-bit input wordsize to obtain the
highest compression ratio. Having a larger wordsize than that
does not improve the performance any further but means
increased circuit complexity, since adders and multipliers of
larger wordsize have to be used.
Also, we see from Figure 3 that the fixed-point im-
plementation that uses saturation for the lifting filter and
wrap-around for the addition outperforms the one that uses
wrap-around at both places. This is because saturation intro-
duces the lower overflow error of both schemes.
Figure 4 shows the PSNRs obtained when performing
lossy compression of ratios 4 : 1 and 16 : 1 using SPIHT for
the fixed-point wavelet coeﬃcients. We notice that the PSNR
significantly reduces if less than 4 extra bits are spent before
the binary point to cover the increased dynamic of the signal.
Again, for short wordsizes, the SPIHT has to spendmany bits
to encode the large number of significant detail coeﬃcients.
For the range of 1 to 3 extra bits, the fixed-point scheme with
saturation for overflow handling at the lifting filter again out-
performs the one that used wrap-around. Also, we see that
the increased precision of the intermediate signals, lifting fil-
ter coeﬃcients, and wavelet coeﬃcients maintained in the
scheme with 9 bits after the binary point shows only minimal
improvement over the scheme with 7 bits, and thus does not
justify the increased circuitry since it also has a lower com-
pression ratio in the lossless case. Note that the low compres-
sion ratio obtained is due to the small image size.
4. APPROPRIATE CHOICE OF WORDSIZE
The results from the previous section have shown that the
performance of the compression scheme highly depends on
the wordsize chosen. From Figure 2, we have seen that over-
flow that happens when calculating the approximation co-
eﬃcients results in a significant change of the detail coeﬃ-
cients and a reduced ability of SPIHT to compress the image
eﬀectively. Since most large wavelet coeﬃcients are in the ap-
proximation band, which shows a reduced-size thumbnail of
the original image, we have to choose the wordsize such that
overflow only happens rarely when calculating these coeﬃ-
cients. For Daubechies’ 9–7 wavelet, the lowpass filter ampli-
fies the amplitude by
√
2, resulting in a factor of 2 per 2D
decomposition step, and thus 1 additional bit being required
per level of decomposition. Since we did not implement the
scaling factor of 1.1496 in the lifting decomposition [1], the
gain is actually slightly lower. Figures 3 and 4 confirm that we
obtain close-to-optimal performance in terms of compres-
sion ratio for lossless compression and in terms of PSNR for
lossy compression with 3 additional bits before the binary
point if we use saturation for overflow within a lifting step.
However, from the diﬀerence in PSNR at 3 additional bits
when using wrap-around or saturation within a lifting step,
we conclude that overflow still happens during the calcula-
tions since otherwise both results should be identical. Only
at 4 additional bits the results for wrap-around and satura-
tion do converge. Thus, in addition to the general scaling of
the approximation coeﬃcients, one needs to take interme-
diate results into account, where overflow can occur even if
the final wavelet coeﬃcient lies within the range of realizable
numbers. For the lifting implementation of Daubechies’ 9–
7 wavelet [1], the most critical step in the decomposition is
the first lifting step, where neighboring even-indexed pixels
are added and then scaled by a factor of −1.5861, thus re-
sulting in values that have a magnitude that is 3.1723 as large
as the incoming values if those belong to a smooth region
of the image and are identical. Thus, the extra bit (4 addi-
tional bits before the binary point instead of 3) avoids major
occurrence of overflow at this step. The other lifting steps of
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our implementation [1] have scaling factors withmagnitudes
less than one and are thus of no concern.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a fixed wordsize im-
plementation of the lifting scheme that maintains perfect
reconstruction even in the case of overflow occurrences. It
provides a nonlinear, reversible, integer-to-integer discrete
wavelet transform with predefined dynamic range of the
wavelet coeﬃcients. However, when limiting the dynamic
range of the wavelet coeﬃcients too much, a large number
of significant detail coeﬃcients occur due to overflow errors
and make the scheme less suitable for lossy and even loss-
less compression using standard wavelet encoding schemes.
However, as long as the wordlength is chosen such that over-
flow occurs only rarely, the scheme provides the advantage
that limited wordsize adders and multipliers can be used,
which is of particular advantage for FPGA implementations.
We have derived how the increase in wordsize depends on the
number of levels of wavelet transform that are performed as
well as the values of the lifting coeﬃcients.
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